I. Introduction
Molodtsov [5] initiated the novel concept of soft set as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties in 1999. Maji et al [3] introduced the concept of Fuzzy Soft Set and some properties regarding fuzzy soft union , intersection, complement of a fuzzy soft set Demorgan Law etc. These results were further revised and improved by Ahmad and Kharal [1] . In 2011, Neog et al. [6] put forward some more propositions regarding fuzzy soft set theory and they introduced the notions of union and intersection of two fuzzy soft sets over two fuzzy soft classes.Tanay et al. [12] introduced the definition of fuzzy soft topology in a subset of the initial universe set while Roy and Samanta [10] gave the definition of fuzzy soft topology over the initial universe set.Kharal and Ahmad [1] have been introduced the concepts of fuzzy soft bijective mapping, fuzzy soft identity mapping and fuzzy soft continuous mapping. BanashreeBora [2] studied some propositions and examples related to fuzzy soft continuous mapping. A.ponselvakumari and R.selvi [ 8& 9] have been introduced the concepts of fuzzy soft almost continuous mapping (paper accepted) and fuzzy soft pre continuous mapping (paper accepted). In this paper we studied the notions related to Fuzzy soft semi continuous mapping and some related theorems along with examples have been cited.
II. Preliminaries
Throughout our discussion, U would refer to an initial universe, E ,the set of all parameters for U and () PU 
, the set of all fuzzy subset of U and also by " ( , ) UE",we mean the universal set U and the parameter set E and ( *) F , 4 4 F , 5 5 F in ( *, *) UEas U E SO  is fuzzy soft semi continuous.
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Theorem 3.4
Let   
Then there is a ( *) 
Example3.5
Let (U , E ,  ) and ( U*, *, * E  ) be fuzzy soft topological spaces. Let U = { ,, abc } and (ii)
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Inverse image of every semi open subset of ( *, *)
UE is an open subset of ( , ) UE.
Inverse image of every semi closed subset of ( *, *) UE is an closed subset of ( , ) UE.
(iv) (ii)  (iii) Let E be any semi closed subset of ( *, *)
UE.

Then ( *, *)
UE~E is semi open and therefore 1 ( *, *)
(iii)  (iv) since 5 5 F is semi open, ( * { , ,( , ),( , ),( , )}, * { *, *, , , } ( *) { *, *, , } 
Therefore f is fuzzy soft continuous.
Example 3.9
Let (U , E ,  ) and ( U*, *, * E  ) be fuzzy soft topological spaces. Let U = { ,, abc } and   
Example 3.10
Let ( , , ) UE and ( U*, *, * E  ) be fuzzy soft topological spaces. Let U = { ,, abc} and
